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Parents debate curricula 1 Arafat accepts
Israeli statefor preschoolTrograms
by Rhonda Morin
Staff Writer
Two of the three child care programs at the
University of Maine are geared toward teaching
children structured preschool skills.
Some parents say they enjoy the structured
curriculum of the programs, while others•
dislike the programs because they say they are
too rigoious for preschoolers.
Linda D. Mosley, who is studying for her
doctorate in parks and recreation management,
has her 31/2-year-old daughter enrolled in the
preschool program at the Child Studs Center,
located on Sebago Road.
' She says she favors a program that will
prepare her daughter Christine for grammar
school.
It is important for Christine to learn "social
skills and learning situations...more than super-
sised play." Mosley said.
For example, for the Thanksgising season,
she said the children learned about American
Indians and were taken on nature walks to
learn more about autumn.
Martha S. Honeycutt, a single mother who
attends UMaine full time, disagrees with
Mosley.
She says she prefers a program like the one
offered by the Children's Center, located on
College Avenue between Delta Iau Delta
fraternity and Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraterni-
ty, which has a limited academic structure.
The center's program, she says, places more
emphasis on teaching children social skills.
manners, participation in small groups and
how to take directions from teachers.
Mud baths
The Children's Center employs a program
that allows children to explore themselves, their
families and effectively communicate with :he
world around them, said Gary Quimby, direc-
tor of the center
"It's where children can be children." said
Quimby. "The env iroment is still structured to
allow children to learn and grow at indisidual
rates."
The Children's Center consists of five
separate programs with age ranges from 6
Tiffany Cummings. 3, sports the results of a
mud bath at the Children's Center. The mud
bath was part of the center's 'experimental
education' program,
months to 5 years. The facilities are located
throughout Orono and at the University Col-
lege in Bangor.
The Bangor program is a cooperatise effort
with the center and Penquis Community Ac-
tion Program, a federally funded social service
agency, said Jamie Germond, child care admis-
sions coordinator.
Every Tuesday morning, children at the Col-
lege Avenue center participate in what Quim-
by calls "experimental education."
They enrcr:r.,..nr by paont ing rhpor tusd!c‘
with shaving cream, making painted drawings
with their feet and learning that they do not
have to get in trouble when playing with mud.
One sunny Tuesday the children were dum-
ping buckets of water into a plastic swimming
pool filled with peat moss that sat in the mid-
dle of the play room.
(see CHILD page 5)
PLO leader renounces terrorism
GENEVA (AP) — Yasser
Arafat, the PLO chairman, to-
day said he renounces terrorism
and insisted that his past
statements mean he recognizes
the right of Israel to live in
peace and security.
His ailments came at a
news conference one day after
U.S. officials said his speech
Tuesday before the U.N.
General Assembly did not meet
U.S. conditions for accepting
the PLO in peace negotiations.
Those conditions arc explicit
recognition of Israel, renuncia-
tion of terrorism and agreement
with U.N. resolutions 242 and
338.
"I repeat for the second time
that we totally and absolutely
renounce all forms of ter-
rorism, including individual ter-
rorism. group and the state ter-
rorism," he said of the
Palestine Liberation
Organization.
He said he made clear Tues-
day the PLO accepts "the right
of all parties concerned in the
Middle East complex to exist in
peace and security, and as I
have mentioned including the
state of Palestine, Israel and
other neighbors."
He said the PLO accepts
U.N. Resolutions 242 and 338,
which call for Israeli
withdrawal from occupied
lands and acceptance of the
right of all states in the Middle
East to safe and secure borders.
But Arafat showed inpa-
tience over a question asking
him to say "yes" or "no" on
whether he accepts Israel.
"Didn't you read my state-
ment?" he asked. "It's entire-
ly clear. What '4^  you want? Cho
(see ARAFAT page 8)
Women not at top of
med school faculties
BOSTON (AP) - The
number of women faculty
members at the nation's
medical schools has grown 73
percent in a decade, but women
doctors still rarely make it to
the top ranks of academia, a
study shows.
The author of the report
recommended that medical
schools adopt more flexible
rules so that women can both
raise families and compete for
the,most prestigious positions.
Medical schools dramatical-
ly increased their female
enrollments during the 1970s
and in recent years hase ap-
pointed many women to their
teaching staffs.
But even though they now
make up 19 percent of medical
school faculties, women hold
only 7 percent of the full
professorships.
"So many women are still at
the assistant professor level.
Not as many as one would have
predicted from the numbers
that have progressed to the full
professor and department
chairman level, " said Janet
Bickel, the study's author.
(see WOMEN page 8)
President defends policy supporting athletics
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
University of Maine President Dale
Lick defended himself against attacks
on the emphasis he has placed on
athletics during an open forum Tuesday
night.
Lick came to the General Student
Senate meeting in an attempt to reach
"a new les el of dialogue" with students.
He said athletics have the potential to
.instill pride in a school, create school
spirit and make people want to come to
UMainc.
Concerning funding matters, Lick
said he is spending S300.000-S500,000
less in state funds for athletics than
previous UMainc presidents had been
spending.
"I haven't supported athletics any-
more than I've supported anything
else," he said: "It's sad that students
have taken my sumon for the athletic
program and blown it out of
proportion.
"I'm working my tail off supporting
other programs." he said.
Lick attributed the reasons for some
of the inaccurate student perceptions his
policies to a lack of newspaper coverage
of positive events.
"Those things don't get in the
newspaper," he said. "The Bangor
Daily News has only one reporter who
covers education, but they have five
sports writers. It's a sad indictment of
values."
When asked where students were
placed on his list of priorities. Lick
responded, "Sadents come first, ab-
solutely. Students are number one."
Responding to a question about the
selling of pre-Columbian artifacts to
finance a baseball clubhouse. Lick said
he has "put no item on sale" since he
has been here.
Some of the artifacts, he said, were
given to the university to sell. Fifty thou-
sand dollars from the pending sale of a
portion of the collection will be used to
fund construction of a baseball
clubhouse and lounge in honor of donor
William Palmer III.
'•1 have agreed to spend S50,000 from
the sale of that collection to honor that
man and to keep his name and image
alive," Lick said.
2 The Daily Maine Campus. Thursday, December 15, 1988.
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News Briefs
Natig helicopter crashes; crew safe
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Maine
(AP) — Three crewmen escaped in-
jury Wednesday when the pilot of a
Navy helicopter was forced to make
an emergency landing after the air-
craft developed engine trouble,
authorities said.
The SH-60 helicopter, designed for
anti-submarine warfare, was par-
ticipating in trial manuevers with an
Aegis cruiser from Bath Iron Works
when it reported engine trouble and
was lost by radar trackers about 19
nautical that% frnm the base officiabt
said.
Attempting to return to the
Brunswick Naval Air Station, the
helicopter struck a strand of trees,
went down and overturned in a
wooded area near the Boothbay
Harbor-Edgecomb town line at 10:58
a.m., Lt. Cmdr. William
McLaughlin said. The landing took
place about 10 nautical miles from
the naval station.
There were no injuries to the pilot,
co-pilot or technician, who are sta-
tioned at the Mayport Naval Air Sta.
near'inn or Ppricsr•nis. Pia , according
to a news release from Brunswick
Naval Air Station officials.
Man suspected of killings arrested
NEW BEDFORD, Mass. (AP) —
A 35-year-old man reportedly.
suspected in the killings of six women
whose bodies were found along In-
terstate 195 has been arrested on
charges of kidnapping and raping a
woman along the highway.
Neil Anderson of New Bedford
was scheduled for arraignment today
in New Bedford District Court on
chat ges of kidnapping and ag-
gravated assault stemming from an
August 1987 attack along the in-
terstate in Dartmouth, a prosecutor
said.
Raymond Veary, an assistant
district attorney in Bristol County,
declined to comment on a report by
WBZ-TV in Boston that the man was
a suspect m the highway killings.
Anderson was arrested at his home
Tuesday afternoon, authorities said.
The Boston Herald today also
quoted unidentified sources who said
Anderson was considered a'suspect.
"He would go from a list of loose
suspects to the top of the list." said
a st_suree the newspaper described as
close to the investigation.
The partially clad skeletons of the
six women have been found since Ju-
ly in a six-to eight-mile radius along
1-195 and Route 140 in Dartmouth
and Freetown.
Bush names agriculture secretary
wAcitinic.:TriN (API
President-elect Bush today named
Trade Representative Clayton Yeut-
ter to be his agriculture secretary, the
latest in a long line of Reagan ad-
-ranon officials appointed to
high-level jobs in the incoming
Cabinet.
Bush said Yeutter, 58, was the
"best man for this very important
"He knows farm policy
domestically. He knows it interna-
tionally," Bush said.
The president-elect presented Yeut-
ter at a meeting with reporters. It was
Vietnam to return
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Vietnamese government has inform-
ed the United States it plans to return
what is believed to be the largest
group of remains of missing
American servicemen from the Viet-
nam War, the Pentagon announced
Wednesday.
The return has been scheduled for
Thursday in Hanoi. It will include
what the Vietnamese believe are the
remains of 38 individuals, the Pen-
tagon said.
The largest previous group of re-
the firs! appotntment in a week for
Bush, whose pace of nominations has
slowed dramatically in recent days
after a fast start.
Yeutter said he had long planned
us Ira%,e government at the end of the
Reagan administration, but said Bush
was one of the few people who could
persuade him to change his mind.
Yeutter has represented the United
States at international trade negotia-
tions since July 1985, and has been
point man for the Reagan ad-
ministration's so-far unsuccessful ef-
fort to abolish all farm subsidies by
foreign governments.
soldiers' remains
mains, returned in April, totaled 27
individuals
"Arrangements have been made to
receive the remains in Hanoi and fly
them to the U.S. Army Central Iden-
tification Laboratory in Hawaii for
subsequent evaluation in an effort to
achieve individual identification,"
the Pentagon said in a brief
statement. 
"The U.S. government appreciates
the initiative taken by Vietnam to
repatriate these remains and hopes to
continue the increasing cooperation
to resolve this long-standing issue. "
Relief flights planned for Armenia
WASHINGTON (AP) — Three
additional U.S. government earth-
quake relief flights will arrive in
Soviet Armenia before the weekend,
carrying plastic sheeting, tents and
other supplies, the State Department
said Wednesday.
Two Air Force C-141s were due to
leave Wednesday and Thursday a.
a civilian plane will depart Friday,
department spokesperson Charles
Redman said. The last fhght, in ad-
dition to relief supplies, will be car-
rying replacements for U.S. govern-
ment personnel who are now on site.
1;
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Court appointments mark Reagan legacy
By Charlotte Saikowsk
Staff Writer
The Christian Science Monitor
WASHINGTON — Ronald Reagan'
crusade to reshape the judiciary may
pmve m he the
 most significant and
long-lasting legacy of his presidency.
By appointing hundreds of judges,
President Reagan has put a more con-
servative stamp on the federal courts.
Assuming that George Bush will
nominate several Supreme Court
justices as well as many lower-court
judges, the balance could tip decisively
in a conservative direction.
The courts would then be in a posi-
tiOil to alter legal policy on a host of
controversial issues in the civil rights
area, from affirmative action and abor-
tion to praj‘er in the schools.
"This is the first time an administra-
tinfl hat kinked nn jutlerthiroc not Inc
as syMb015 but as the instruments of
presidential power — which goes well
beyond the attempts of FDR and even
Nixon to pack the courts," says
David O'Brien, a legal scholar at the
AMERICA LOOKS AHEAD
University of Virginia. "As of 1982
Reagan knew he could not get his social
agenda through Congress, (in the only
way was to concentrate on the
courts."
Mr. Reagan has nominated three new
justices to the Supreme Court and
elevated William H_ Rehnquist, a Nix-
on appointee, to be chief justice. He has
also picked more than half of the 743
judges in appellate and district courts.
Not only are the appointees conser-
vatives who were rigorously screened for
their philmnphical views, they are Alm
predominantly young, white, upper-
middle-class males.
According to data cited by Mr.
O'Brien in "The Reagan Legacy: Pro
mix and Performance," Reagan ap-
rIM•11M1,•401111.•IMP•IN,•4111.•110•011,•111•4111••• •IIMI•MP•1•0•41M•Mi.•.111.•Mo•11110•4=• •1. •4•1,•411.11
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pMnted some of •the youngest •judge.s in
history. Close to half had a net worth
of more than $500,000, he says, and 1
in 5 of the district judges was a
millionaire when appointed.
Also, O'Brien writes, Reagan ap-
peared to take into =count religious
background. Whether coincidentally or
because of a desire to appoint opponents
of abortion, the scholar observes, he set
a record in appointing more Roman
Catholics to the federal bench than any
other president since Franklin
Roosevelt.
In terms of ratings of professional
qualifications by the American Bar
Association, O'Brien says, Reagan's
judges on the whoic compare favorably
with those appointed by earlier ad-
ministrations. In the case of appellate
judges, for instance, Reagan appointed
a higher percentage of "exceptionally
well aualified" and "qualified" judges
than did President Caner, though a
Faufitit,S
lower percentage of "well qualified"
judges.
Reagan's objective has been to foster
judicial restraint, lay the ground for a
potential rollback of "liberal" rulings,
and promote his social agenda. In these
efforts the President has responded to
political and social forces in the coun-
try, including the religious right, that
take strong issue with the direction of
the Supreme Court and lower federal
courts over the past several decades.
Within the executive branch, too, the
President has pursued his conservative
goals, seeking to reshape executive en-
forcement of civil rights in such areas as
minority hiring quotas, school
desegregation, and housing discriminz--.-
tion. Early on, the administration
created a furor in the civil rights com-
munity when it tried to reverse Internal
Revenue Service policy of denying tax-
exempt status to private schools that
discriminate racially.
Sunday Worship 6:30 pm.
Drummond Chapel - 3rd Floor
Cris Stevens. Dana Williams
and Tom Chittick. Worship Leaders
Sposserod: 04s1s Artois" Afestito
Coming back to
school iii January?
-
Be first in line to get your tickets for these great performances:
Your Comprehensive Fee entitles you to tickets to Subscription Series events at the Maine Center
for the Arts. students who are registered for 12 or more credit hours may obtain 2 event tickets per
semester (1 ticket to each of 2 events, or 2 tickets to a single event). Students who are registered for at
least 6 credit hours, but less than 12 are entitled to 1 ticket per semester. We are holding at least 480
tickets for UM student use for every performance listed below, even though some of these events are
already sold out to the general public (noted with
• January 27: Bill Crofut with the
Portland Symphony Orchestra
• February 5: Christopher O'Reilly
(Piano Recital)
•..1. February 10: American Indian Dance
Theatre
• February 17: Amsterdam Guitar Trio
• February 25: McCoy Tyner Trio (Jazz)
• February 26: Shanghai Quartet
• April 2: New Stockholm Chamber
Orchestra with Igor Kipnis,
Harpsicord
• April 6: Eliot Feld Ballet
April 21-23: 42nd Street - Broadway
Musical!
April 3,0 (2 shows): The Fl-ying
Karamazov Brothers
• May 5: The McLain Family Band
Specs-al Note:
Anytickets_whish
are not claimed by
UM students as of
-February 3rd will
be released for
sale to the general
public-,--so-please--
decision as soon as
possible after your
return!
TO GET YOUR TICKETS, JUST BRING YOUR VALID UM STUDENT ID TO THE BOX OFFICE BEGINNING JANUARY 16TH
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469
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Campus issues keep Tamara Davis busy
photo hs Ittt.h mcNestrr
Tamara Davis
...learned a lot from e‘perienee.
by Christina Koliander
Staff Writer
Tamara Davis has one word to
describe her term as president of the
University of Maine student govern-
ment.
"Busy," she said.
Davis, a senior international affairs
major from North Yarmouth. said one
thing after another has happened on
campus this semester.
She said issues began brewing in
September with complaints about over-
crowded classrooms, the campus park-
ing shortage and the Department of
Public Safety's towing policy.
"(Being president) is an enormous
time commitment." Davis said. "And
it is frustrating. It is hard to start a pro-
ject and finish it in one year."
- Davis and her political partner, John
O'Dea. were elected student government
president and vice president last
February .
Davis noted that the end of book bag
searches in the library and more hockey
and Maine Center for the Arts tickets
1 The Department of Residential Lire"and Interdormitory Boardare interested in your input on the new
residence facility being designed for the
University of
Members of the Campus Community are encouraged to
attend building committee meetings with the architectural
firm of Moore/Weinrich regarding the construction of the
new 200-bed facility scheduled to be opened in fall 1990.
This will be a untque opportunity for members of the
community to are with the committee your thought
and suggeshons on this important community protect.
Time:
Date:
Place:
1200 noon to 3:30 p.m.
Thursday. December,15
York Private Dining Room,
York Commons
FiNals DaNce
rOuRsbay, December{ 15
at 8:15 P.M.
IN Me DamN YaNkce
- PnofessioNal D.J.
- RefRestimeNts
- 2 bOnaR bONatiON
REQUESteb
ALL 1NVIrED to ArrEND!
for students were two accomplishments
of the Davis -O'Dea administration.
Davis also said a nurse will he hired
at Cutler Health Center next semester,
allowing the infirmary to stay open for
24 hours a day, Monday through
Friday.
"The infirmary is working for full 24
hour care," Davis said.
Student government recently sent let-
ters to parents of UMaine students,
detailing the nursing shortage at Cutlet.
"I think it helped bring attention (to
the problem) and bring in new ideas,"
she said, "We gave (Cutler) an outside
way of looking at the situation. "
Another accomplishment Davis noted
was a resolution that was recently pass-
ed by the student senate to hire a press
secretary for student government. The
press secretary will inform students
about what is going on in student
government.
"Students are aware of the issues, but
are not aware of what student govern-
ment has done on these issues," she
saicfl'The students need to know what
is wing on. "
Davis said that before she was elected,
she thought the students at UMamc were
not being well represented by their stu-
dent government president.
"I hope this (the Davis/O'Dea ad-
ministration) marks a change in student
government, so that it will be the type
of government that will continue to
represent the students," she said.
Davis commended the student and
faculty support she has received during
the past semester.
"You can't do it alone, you need the
student force behind you," Davis
said. "Numbers are what make things
happen."
What does Davis think of her term as
student president?
"I would have liked to have done
more, but realistically, there are issues
that arise that you must confront, "
she said.
"I learned a lot from my experience,
and it was a good educational oppor-
tunity. "
Davis offers advice to students who
are thinking about running for the of-
fice of student president.
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Brittany Damon, 3, Tiffany Cemaaiags. 3, and Daniel Bolduc, 4
*Child 
, The four 3 to 5 year olds scooped up
-themixture in their hands and sat in the
gooey mud pool while covering their legs
and feet.
Meanwhile, the teacher aides asked
the Children questions such as. "Should
we use this for stuffing a turkey?" and
Can I take some and throw some?"
Quimby said this kind of education is
a statement to parents.
"It's all right to let children walk
through a mud puddle."
Pee-academics
The Child Study Center and Child
Development Learning Center programs
.foll•aw a more academically structured
procedure.
The Study Center teaches cognitive
and social skills to 22 to 6-year-olds.
said director Donald Hayes.
-The day is broken up into play time-,
premath, prereading, music and song
periods; snack time; and outdoor play.
"I think this is what sells the
preschool — having free time but also
having a concentration." Hayes said.
During the academic period, the
children sit at small rectangular tables
and respond to their teacher's questions
or learn to grasp thick crayons while
writing numbers and letters on paper.
There is a similar program at the
Learning Center. located in Merrill Hall
itnin the curricuium of the
preschool's two nursery groups and
single kindergarten program, children
•Nek
5
(continued from page 1)
are encouraged to develop imagination
and leadership skills, to share, and to
take turns, according to a brochure.
During story time the children sit- on
a rug in front of the teacher to listen and
maybe ask questions.
A new wooden structure has been
built in the corner of the school room,
where children participate in drama,
said Shirley Oliver, director of the Lear-
ning Center.
Outside in the fenced-in play area.
children can climb, jump, swing and
slide on a newly constructed multi-level
wooden climber.
Oliver said that field trips are. a com-
mon outside activity for both the
nursery school children and
kindergarteners. Although, she added,
the younger children usually tour the
UMaine campus while the
kindergarteners go on trips to air force
bases.
Mixed views
Parents have mixed views about the
different programs. Some feel the
planned curriculum fulfills their needs
for their children and others say
preschool is meant to be the period
before vigorous structured systems are
forced onto the children.
"We need to slow down our paces as
adults." Quimby said, "to appreciate
the fact that our children need time to
explore their worlds."
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Petrik notes turn-of-century
changes in courts' attitudes
toward housewives who kill
by Lisa Cline
Staff Writer
As perceptions about women's roles
changed in the 20th century, society more
readily accepted the capability of
housewives to kill, said a University of
Maine associate professor of history.
Paula Petrik told about 50 people
Wednesday at the special collections
room in Fogler Library that this shift in
attitudes about women resulted in the
willingness of courts to prosecute
houswives for murder in Montana from
the late 1870s to the mid-1900s.
In her lecture, "Killer Angels: Woman
and Murder in Montana, 1865-1940,"
Petrik outlined the increase in the
number of housewives convicted of
murder during the 75-year period.
She said the "cult of true
womanhood," or the perception of
women as "selfless, submissive, domestic
and the moral guardians of society" was
often used as a defense in cases involv-
ing alleged female murderers.
Petnk said courtroom testimony about
a woman's domestic behavior usually
took precedence over evidence pertain-
ing to her guilt or innocence.
A woman's failure to fulfill her
domestic duties as a housewife or her
promiscuous behavior, Petrik said, was
more damaging to a woman's defense
than evidence about the murder itself.
She said that such deviations from
societal nonns often resulted in the ac-
cused being judged to be insane.
"In the early 1870s, if a housewife kill-
ed, she was insane, But by 1915, Mon-
tana was ready to believe wives and
were capable of murder," she
said.
According to Petrik's research, 28
women were imprisoned in Montana for
murder from 1870 to 1939. While no
housewives were convicted on this charge
in the 187N, by'1939, they accounted for
70 percent of the women imprisoned for
murder:
Petrik said the courts and society
treated prostitutes, single mothers and
minorities differently than housewives
accused of the same crime.
Since society "expected the worst"
from these "marginal" women, she said,
they were treated much more harshly.
Petrik said the women were not con-
sidered "true" women, therefore the cult
of true womanhood could not be used
as a defense.
Although trials involving women
murderers attracted large female crowds,
Petrik said their stoic and unemotional
behavior in the courtroom is evidence
that women of this time period did not
believe in the cult of true womanhood.
She said that while men "had difficul-
ty with the perception of homocictal
women," the female population knew
that women were capable of murder.
The idea of a "true womanhood
belonged to men, " she said.
Petrik said although the perception of
a true womanhood still exists in some
pockets of society, World War II large-
ly changed society's perceptions of sex-
ualty and female roles.
Althouth her research was restncted to
Montana, she said she believes the cases
are typical of similar cases throughout
the United States during the same period.
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Editorial
1 •
11.1PP iorce
It was announced on the news a tea nights ago thatthe Orono Police Department received a recommen-dation to increase their force.
Now wait a minute, it seems like there are more pro-
blems in the quality of police work in the OPD than in
the shortage of officers.
The students may not have been here over the sum-
mer but something motivated a number of Orono of-
ficers to seek employment elsewhere.
Now those men who proudly serve the people of this
college town seem to have something to prove.
Have you ever seen an Orono Police car when they
have someone stopped? It is humiliating enough to have
people you know see you stopped but there are more
lights on the police car than on the biggest Christmas
tree in town. 
„
Four-way flashers, blue lights, high-beams and low
beams blinking so they could blind even the best on-
coming driver. One may wonder if they have a multi-
colored strobe light in the glove compartment.
And it may comfort you when you're at an off-
campus party that is being broken up that the trusted
OPD probably won't he carry,ing a night stick but a
huge flashlight that takes about 19 'D' batteries.
It seems like the police 'force' wants to stop all of
these so-called rowdy, obnoxious, inconsiderate, and im-
mature college students from going out and doing what
they have done for many years before now.
And if they want that change, please tell me what
alternatives these 'rowdies' can expect.
Oh, one could always go to Governor's Restaurant
for the chicken special on Thursday night instead of a
bash on Mill Street or the weekly event of being wasted
away again at "Margarita's"-ville.
Come on OPD: think back a few years when you
were young (even though some of you don't look old
enough to drink) and maybe just a little foolish. Most
of the kids from the campus are NOT the completejerks you make them out to be and until some
LEGITIMATE alternatives are established, you won't
be able to force away the problems.
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a aThe party 1-1
My roommate and I have
decided to stop drinking.
"Oh, sure," you say, "and
I promise not to breathe."
Well, if you had the harrow-
ing experience that we had,
you'd be riding the wagon too.
You see, Dave and I are new
to off-campus living_ And, as
such, we've had a hard time fin-
ding things to do. So, we've
made things happen.
That is to say, we've thrown
parties. And allow me to say, to
anyone who respects their home
and plans to throw a party,
DON'T DO IT!!!
Our pziny is just that,
we've decided - our last. Here's
a brief rundown of what
happened.
The day: Friday, December
2. The time: 7:30 p.m. Dave
and Doug prepare for the par-
ty. How? They get drunk ahead
of time.
8:23 p.m.: The first of the
party guests arrives. Doug is
sent out into 15 degree weather,
without a coat, to retrieve' :
barrel of Milwaukee's Best
beer. He carries the keg back by
himself. Miraculously, he
survives.
8.45 p.m.: More guests ar-
rive. The number of party-
goers is now a comfortable 25.
My three-room apartment is
now an amiable enviroment.
9:01 p.m • Additional
Doug Vanderweide
revelers arrive — in fact, they
arrive in hordes. It seems a par-
ty at Main Street got broken
up, so they came here. Total
number of so-called "guests":
53. The place is getting
crowded.
9:19 p.m.: The night's first
puker.
remind 1)ase that the pro-
ceeds from the keg will be go-
ing towards a rug shampooer.
He agrees wholeheartedly.
9.27 pan.: 10 people leave. i
breathe a sigh of relief, but it
is short-lived, because at
9:27:30 p.m., 18 people show
up. There are now 61 people in
70 square feet of floorspacc.
9:58 p.m.: One of only four
people I personally invited
shows up. She tells me she just
stopped by to say that she and
I will never be more than
friends, then leases. I go and
get another beer
1003 p.m.: I think the foot-
ball team's bus madea bad turn
and wound up in my apart-
ment's lot. No, I'm wrong.
Dave invited a few weightlif-
ting buddies over. We now have
an additonal 10 people. The
partier count now stands at 71
10:25 p.m.: The police force
decides that I'm a public
nuisance. They come and roust
the place. All the girls leave,
and all the guys swing around
the building and come back six
minutes later. Total reveler
count: 32, all males.
10:50 p.m.: Most of the peo-
ple have cleared out, abandon-
ing all hope of hooking up with
anything more than a
hangover. save four
weightlifters and a guy we call
"Clam."
10:59 p.m.: Some of the girls
comeback, with about 10 guys
in tow. The party is back at full
force.
11:14p.m.: The weightlifters
decide an armwrestling cham-
pionship is what this party
lacks. In the process of im-
itating Sylvester Stallone, they
break two chairs, a glass, and
punch a 1 -foot hole into my
wall. I smile and shake hands
with the winner. Dave insists he
was robbed of the title.
11:27 p.m . : The police decide
a summons is in order. They
also decide not gear, dogs, and
tear gas are also in order.
11:29 p.m.: "Clam" engages
in a verbal (yet slurred) argu-
ment with an officer about his
fundamental right to bevy. The
officer cuffs him and drags him
off. Disc and I promise to bail
him out
1132 pm.. Dave and I
(see PARTY seat page)
Defeat at Chez Ron
The source was mine. i had
consulted my bible, Getting
Reluctant Sources to Tell You
Everything, Even Bad Stones
About Their Mothers, and
followed the instructions to a
tee.
had hounded. Then I had
played the nice guy. Then I had
told the source that her inter-
view wasn't really too impor-
tant, but I thought that she
might want to go get some din-
ner, and talk in general terms
about the topic. I told her I'd
pay'. knowing that the power
brokers of this paper would be
so pleased with my scoop that
they'd give me the expense ac-
count I've been asking for.
We had made the trip to
Chez Ron, under the Golden
Arches in scenic Stillwater. I
wined her with a strawberry.
shakc, then dined her with a 20
piece order of McNuggets. She
drooled and gobbled, and ate
like a pig, while I sat drinking
ice water, waiting to put the
final stage of my plan into
action. -
The time came. She popped
the final McPoultry into her
mouth, chewing slowly, trying
to coax the chunk of uniden-
tifiable fried produce into her
already bulging midsection.
I knew she would have no
choice. My book told me it
would work, and I believed it.
This method had never failed.
k2"1
John Holyoke
I leaned across the table to tell
her my devious plan, knowing
she would tell me escrything I
wanted to know.
The old belly punch. I found
the strategy on page 862 of my
bible, Getting Reluctant
Sources to Slander:a. Their
Mothers, or whatever it was I
called it earlier. It didn't really
call for an actual punch.
It said, "If you can get a
source to gobble and drool and
wolf down 20 McNuggett,
threaten them With a belly
punch and they'll tell you
whatever you need to know."
But just then, at the point
when ms • expense account was
so close that I could have reach-
ed out and grabbed it, in came
Howard.
He's employed at Chez Ron,
and seems to be a nice man. Bin
it seems that his job is to walk
around with a spray bottle and
mingle with the guests. And
mingle he did. I tried to brush
him away, refusing to meet, his
eye.
He continued with the ques-
tions, the ones I had heard so
many times before. Major?
(lasses? Town of Origin? Do
you play hockey? Basketball?
How about those Bears?
I wanted him to leave.
didn't go to Chez Ron to talk
with him. But he was too nice.
the grandfather to everybody,
and I couldn't tell him 1 was
mad because he was doing his
job.
I thought hack, of all the
other times he had walked up to
my table. Never had the stakes
been so high.
A few times 1 had sprayed
quarter-pounder residue on his
uniform while I tried to answer
his questions. Once in a while
! had made up answers just for
fun
The official Chez Ron con-
versationalist continued with
his questions, and I glanced at
my source, wondering if I
would ever be able to imple-
ment the final stage of my plan.
When I looked at her she
smiled, loosened her belt a
notch, and belched.
I knew that I had been beaten
again
Digestion had begun. The
chance for a belly punch was
lost.
If John Holyoke wanted w
have mealtime conversation
with the employees of ChezRon, he'd apply for a job.
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Response
Student hockey fans should get seats
To the editor:
I am a great UMame hockey
fan and I try to sec any home
game we have. I am a student
here, and I have a sports pass
as well. But this Friday. I came
to sec the game, and arrived an
hour early to get a standing
room only ticket, and a student
scat before they were all taken.
To my dismay, however,
found out that there is no stu-
dent seating whatsoever! This
got me quite upset. I had pre-
for :(X)
here on campus, and I am a stu-
dent here, and I figured that en-
titled me to a scat I feel that if
students who pay at least
$4,000 a year in tuition, and has
a sports pass should be able to
get a seat in order to see a game
that his or her school is par-
ticipating in.
Now I know that there are
problems with getting everyone
seated. Everyone wants to see
Black Bear hockey now that
they've had two really suc-
cessful seasons, and heading in-
to there third. But not allowing
students to get a seat will not
alleviate the crowd problem.
Alcond only holds 3.800 people
in seating, yet there are usually
4,900, approximately, at a
game. It is good that there are
Harassment serious
To the editor
I am writing in regard to the
letter on sexual harassment
from Victoria Dietz which ap-
peased in the December 9, 1988
issue of The Daily Maine
Campus.
I did not attend the
December 7 lecture on sexual
harassment referred to in Ms.
Dietz's letter. However, I can
assure Ms. Dietz that the sexual
harassment of any member of
this university community is
considered to be a very serious
matter. Obviously, the accused
is entitled to due process and,
if the charges are confirmed, it
could lead to dismissal from
one's position as faculty
member of administrator or to
dismissal from the university if
one is a student. During my ten
years at the university I am
aware of people who have been
dismissed from their positions
because they engaged in sexual
harassment.
I encourage any member of
the university community who
feels that s/he has been the vic-
tim of sexual harassment to
bring the matter to the attention
of Dr. Sue Estlei, director ot
Equal Opportunity, third floor,
Alumni Hall, 581-1226.
Sincerely,
Thomas D. Aceto
Vice President for
Administration
No money for Watras
To the editor:
I am writing in response to
President Lick's haphazard
decision to continue Victoria
Watras's scholarship - scholar-
ship that was given to her not
contingent on playing basket-
ball. For those of you who are
confused by the wording "not
contingent," it simply means
that whether she plays or she
doesn't play. President Lick is
picking up the tab for her
education.
Coach Trish Roberts and
Athletic Director Kevin W'hitc
fr put their butts on the line to get
Vitoria eligible to play basket-
ball again and now who decides
to quit again. (Same story, dif-
ferent characters.) To me this
seems to be a slap in the face to
Coach Roberts and Athletic
Dif'tctor Kevin White.
How can you, President
Lick, justify maintaining her
scholarship/ This appears to be
yet another blunder in the use
of the now legendary President
Lick Discretionary Fund. This
latest blunder has surely put
one final nail in your coffin.
Thus the end of your brief and
somewhat turmoil-ridden
tenure at the university.
One question that I must ask
if you are going to pay for Vic-
toria's education and pay Peter
Gavett for a job that he hasn't
done, then why can't you take
some money out of your discre-
tionary fund and pay for my
education? After all I am a stu-
dent employee in the Athletic
department and a full-time stu-
dent just like Victoria. Better
yet, why don't you pay for the
other 11,000 students on this
campus to get their education?
1 think that this would make for
a very nice Christmas present!
As a coach once said, college
athletics is a business and the
student athletes are the
employees and are therefore
getting paid to perform-lf-they
don't perform on or off the
court then they don't get paid.
Well, Victoria hasn't perform-
ed and will not be performing
so why should she still be get-
ting paid? Just a point for you
to ponder, President Lick.
John Ryan
Hart Hl
so many people who want to
see the games. But that's just
too much for the building to
handk — a potential disaster if
the bulling needs to be quikly
evacuated. But where would all
these be placed so that everyone
can see the game, and students
can get scats? I feel that there
are two possible alternatives, of
which have drawbacks, but can
help the problem. First, maybe
new bleachers could be added
like the ones on the north side
of the building 'flu. will scat
least 1,000 more people.
However this will cost more
money. Another alternative is
to give priorities to seating. My
s.
view is this way. The students
are given a section to
themselves. They would be
followed by faculty. Then,
elderly, and handicapped come
next. They would be followed
by family and close friends to
both teams, and finally, the rest
of the public.
If the place is to capacity,
then allow no one else in to
avoid crowding. The disadvan-
tage here is that there will be
people turned away. These are
ways in which students can get
seats to watch their team.
Everyone, especially students
who play or have pre-paid,
-uld get seats.
In conclusion, I feel that if
wt students who go to the
games regularly do so, and
either have money or sports
passes, we should be able to get
seats. I know I could get the
tickets on the day of the sale,
but who has time? There is so
much to do that I couldn't
spend an hour in line to get to
the box office. I feel that we
should get seats. After all, who
are the Black Bears biggest sup-
porters? Wu are the people
out on the ice — besides hockey
players?
Yours truly, and hockey fan
to the end.
John Smith
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Student camera equipment stolen
To the editor:
I live in Cumberland Hall
and had someone come into my
room on Sunday or Monday
when I wasn't there and take
my camera equipment. I wou;c1
really appreciate it if the person
who took it _would return it to
me or an R.A. in the dorm. I
spent a long time working to be
able to buy that equipment and
would like to have it back.
Think if it were your equip-
ment. How would you feel? I
*Party
am offering $100 for any infor-
mation leading to the return of
my camera equipment, no
questions asked. So think you
could still make a hundred
dollars and I could get my
equipment back, then wecould
both have a nice Christmas. I
don't care who took it 1 would
just like it back.
The equipment was in a blue
camera bag with black trim and
a black strap. It is a little big-
ger than a shoe box.
The equipment inside con-
squander our party's proceeds
(and Clam's bail money)-at
Super Shaw's. We buy several
cans of Smurf pasta and 14
bags of Humpy Dumpty Ket-
chup chips. (Hey, remember,
we were drunk.) Then we go to
Pat's for a pizza.
The next day, when Dave
and I awoke, we checked out
the apartment.
Beyond the typical spilled-
drink, cigarrette-butt, beer-
vomit and tobaccospit-cup-spill
mess, we noticed something else
was wrong.
We were missing some stuff.
A complete list follows.
We lost: a telephone shaped
like a football, a small round
sisted of:
Nikon Camera—N2020
3 lenses:
1) Nikkor 50mm
2) Nikkor 35nun-70mm zoom
3) Nikkor 70mm-210mm zoom
Vivitar Flash
Some filters, film, and
batteries.
If any has any information
contact me.
Rob Jucovics
Cumberland Hall
 
(continued from previous page)
mirror, a 10inch frying pan,
two cans of baked beans, a
half-loaf of bread, Dave's full
collection of "GI Joe: The
Greatest American Hero"
drinking glasses, and a recliner.
If anybody's seen this stuff,
could you return it? Thanks.
Oh, and by the way...no nif-
ty at my house this weekend
S The Daily Marne ('ampus. Thursday, December IS. 1988.
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Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
•Arafat
continued from pose
you want me to do a strip tease? It
would he unseemly."
Earlier today. the U.S. am-
bassador to the United Nations, Ver-
non Walters. urged Israel to
recognize the need to withdraw from
the territories it occupies and to ac-
commodate legitimate Palestinian
political rights.
The comment came in a speech by
Walters that never explicitly mention-
ed the PLO or Arafat. The speech
reiterated longstanding U.S. policy
calling for Israel's withdrawal from
occupied lands for peace with its
.krab neighbors.
Earlier today, the Israel delegate
said the PLO remains committed to
the elimination of the Jewish state
and can never be a negotiating part-
ner for it.
*Women
 econtinued from page II
"On the positive side, there arc the
 —sheer number of women who are ap-
plying to medical school, getting in,
graduating and entering competitive
residency programs."
Bickel; director for women's pro-
grams at the Associatiort of American
Medical Colleges in Washington,
reported her findings in Thursday's
New England Journal of Medicine.
The work is a follow-up to a study
co-written seven ycars ago by Dr.
Marilyn Heins of the University of
Arizona College of Medicine.
"The numbers look better,"
Heins said.
"There are more women xtuderos
and residents But in terms of women
in top positions, really nothing much
has changed."
In an interview, Bickel said she
doubts that women fail to reach the
top at medical schools because of
direct discrimination.
Instead, she said, it appears that
many women doctors either con-
sciously choose not to compete for
tenured faculty jobs or can't find
time to do research while raising
'Typically, junior faculty members
arc given seven or eight years to earn
tenure. If they fail to gee it, they leave
or take other Jobs at the school that
don't involve tenure decisions.
They rarely are given a second
chance to earn tenure, which is a
crucial step toward high-level posi-
tions in medical schools.
Whether or not young doctors get
tenure rests largely on how man)
research papers they have published.
Bickel said other studies have
hoi.sri that women faculty members
Jo less research than men.
Its possible that a woman doctor
with small children "gives up her
research interests because she is
Already working fin hours a week
teaching and taking care of pa-
tients," Bickel said. "The research
and publishing that are necessary to
present oneself for tenure are
lost."
She said medical schools could
make tenure easier for women by
providing more flexible schedules,
parenting leaves and opportunities to
work toward tenure later in their
car_cekr--
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Sports
Bears look to Beers for leadership
Big defensman
credits former
playing partner
Nonis with
helping him
mature
by Kim Thibeau
Stdr Writer
Experiences and changes can briny:
about either the best or the worst in peo
plc's lives. For senior defenseman Bob
Beers, his experiences and changes in his
life on and off the ice have inspired
maturity.
After a successful campaign at Nor-
thern Arizona University with two goals
and 24 assists, the Northern Arizona
hockey program folded because it would
be without a home arena for over a year.
Beers then headed north to the Univer-
sity of Maine for his final three years of
college hockey.
&Cis stepped into one of the top
defensive units in collegiate hockey,
skating with Jack Capuano, Eric
Weinrich and Dave Nonis. After two
successful seasons with this defensive
unit, things abruptly changed.
Nonis graduated, and his leaving was
expected. But, last summer both Ca-
puano and Weinrich signed professional
contracts and kit Maine. Beers and re-
h.s defensive partners would
have to rim in the holes that they left
behind. He accepted the task put to him
by Head Coach Shawn Walsh.
"With Jack and Eric gone, a big part
of us left. Coach Walsh said we would
have to score more and gave us the go
ahead to get more involved with the of-
fense," Beers said.
Getting more involved with the of-
fense is something new for Beers. He
skated—With Nonis on defense for two
years. .Nonis, one of lag yeses captaini,
was a defensive leader and Beers learn-
ed everything he could. With Nonis
gone, Beers' play has taken a new turn.
"When Dave was here, he was the
leader. Now. roles hase been reversed
and I'm a senior skating with a
freshman (Keith Carney) as my partner.
It was a change, but I was ready for
it," Beers said.
Knowing that his offense would have
to improve. Beers concentrated on
developing that this summer. He played
in summer leagues in Hingham, Mass.
and Buffalo, near his hometown of
Cheektowaga, N.Y. Beers also taught at
the Phillips Exeter Hockey School in Ex-
eter, N.H.
"I worked a lot on my skating thill
summer. I was skating five times a week
when I was teaching and playing,"
Beers said.
All of this determination and hard
work has paid off for Beers. He is hiL-
ing his best offensive season thus far
with three goals and eight assists, which
is three assists shy of his final total of
the 1987-88 season. He was also picked
as one of this season's captain by his
teammates.
"Bob is a great skater and is the
Slice transferring from Northern
Arizona after his freshman year, Bob
Beers has been an unsung hero for his
team. This year, though, Beers is star-
ting to get lb credit be deserves.
definite defensive leader of this team.
He is a great guy and a great player,"
teammate Vince Guidotti said.
Beers has been influenced by many
things. One was the night that Walsh sat
him out a game and he watched his
teammates play Northern Michigan
University from the stands.
"Coach Walsh had every right to sit
me that game. I wasn't playing well. At
the time, I didn't agree with his decision.
But, after a couple of days, I was glad
he had sat me out because it opened my
eyes and., helped get me back on
track," Beers said.
While Walsh has helped Beers with
his play on ice, Beer's former partner on
defense helped him with life off the ice.
"Dave (Nonis) was ms partner for
two years and I learned a great deal
from him. In the begining, I wanted to
play hockey and school was not that im-
portant. It was a stage I went through.
Dave concentrated a lot on school and
his example influenced me to take in-
terest in my work," Beers said.
Beers is now readying himself for the
second-half of the season which will
open up with the Dexter Hockey Classic
on Dec. 27-28, with high hopes.
"We take one game at a time. I want
to win the league title and the Hockey
East Tournament championships that
we have lost the past two years. I'd also
like to get back to the Final Four,"
Beers said.
Through all of the experiences and
changes Beers, a 10th-round draft pick
of the Boston Bruins- is 1985, MI
developed into a top all-around
defenseman.
"Bob has emerged as the leader of
our defense. He has improsed his shot,
has gotten a quicker release and improv-
ed his defense," Walsh said. He has
definitely matured into a fine player."
Read the Sports Pages
and stay ahead of the game
The dust is yet to clear
Monday night. I sit in the base-
ment of Lord Hall, calmly working
during my usual copy editing shift,
when BAM! The women's basketball
resignations hit the newsroom.
A couple days later, the team is
preparing for a tournament Saturday
and Sunday in Augusta and looking
to improve on a 2-4 record.
Sound& alright • right?
Well that's how the local media ap-
pears to be handling it.
Dale Duff Tuesday night on his
sportscast led into his piece on the
situation by saying that the dust had
settled.
The Rangor Doily News had a
story on the tournament Wednesday
and nothing on the controversy sur-
rounding the University of Maine.
Now that is not all too unusual, as
Head Coach Trish Roberts closed
practice to the media Tuesday and
hasn't been too talkative. She seems
to want her team to get this behind
them and concentrate on performing
well this weekend.
But to say that the dust has settled
is a bit premature in my book.
No assistants, missing three
players, one of whom saw con-
siderable action, and now, only two
days later, the situation has calmed
down? I doubt it.
Hopefully, I will be able to venture
down to that tournament, which will
be held in Augusta, to try to see just
Dan Bustard
what will become of this unfortunate
group of athletes who just happen to
come to UMaine at a time when
negative stories about scandals,
fraternity and sorority problems and
a beleaguered president are more
common than weather reports.
Tuesday, when several reporters,
including myself, were escorted out
of Memorial Gym, Duff did get to
talk to Roberts on camera Not to
surprising, as WLBZ and WCSH.
Ch. 6 in Portland, will he covering
the team on television.
Players were interviewed, some of
us cornered (literally) John Robinson
to see what he could tell us, it was a
media circus.
But when practice let out, hardly
a soul was around and seldom was
heard a discouraging word.
Does that mean everything is
hunky dory? As Dave Greely finish-
ed his column off with yesterday,
"To be continued. "
This is not an attempt by the local
members of the fourth estate to blow
off the issue. But to say that things
are back to normal will never fit well
until next season, when we've all had
a chance to watch the team and the
new parts have been fitted and
replaced.
Dale Lick said that the image of
the university overall was still good
Monday, but questions linger on the
sports front. Since Lick has come to
UMaine, the emphasis on building on
top-notch sports program increased,
as has the the visibility of the school.
The master plan, which may still
include a domed stadium, must be
reeling from this big bump in the
road to being a respectable Division
I school.
To me, this school is becoming a
new place for the media to hang out
and wait for things to happen. And
it doesn't take too long.
Publically, some of the alumni I
know aren't to happy with all of this
activity (not to mention my father,
who is a forint Phi Eta brother).
And the image of UMaine must be
taking a beating, although such atten-
tion may raise applications and ad-
missions, so maybe even sophomores
can experience triple mania.
Nope, the dust has not settled yet.
And it won't settle for quite some
time.
Dan Bustard LS a junior journalism
major from Presque Isle who. Mdes
shoveling his driveway, will be wat-
ching to we just how well the
women's basketball team dues over
break
fir
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CBS wins
NEW YORK (AP) — CBS, a failure
last month in its bid for the Barcelona
Olympics, shocked baseball and the
televison industry by beating out NBC
and winning network rights for SI
billion Ovtf four years.
NBC, which has prided itself as the
"baseball network" since 1947, said it
was outbid by a substantial margin and
its rival of irresponsibility.
The new contract is the largest ever
awarded one network for sports. !t gives
CBS the World Series in 1990 along with
both league playoffs, the All-Star Game
and a 12-game package during the
season.
Brent Musburger, who host's CBS's
calveraste of major ....Yenta, was beaming.
"Today was like having an early
Christmas and a dream come true,"
said Musburger, who umpired in the
Midwest League in 1959. "I've worked
for CBS for 20 years and it's the one
sport we never covered. Never in my
baseball
wildest dreams did I think we'd get it
all."
Baseball will award a contract for
cable rights nect month and expects to
earn an additonal $75 million to $100
million a year.
NBC and ABC, who have shared
baseball since 1975, will televise games
next season for $240 million under the
final year of the current six-year SI .1
billion pact.
NBC did not release details of its bid
and Arthur Watson, the president of
NBC Sports, criticized CBS.
"We made every effort to keep it, "
Watson said. "Regretfully, someone bid
far more than was responsible.
Everybody evaluates :hints differently.
That bid was beyond our reach. Let
them explain that bid."
Neal Pilson, president of CBS Sports,
said losing the Barcelona rights had
nothing to do with his network's desire
to wrest baseball from NBC. "I think
TV rights
that's a .common misperception." he
said.
PiLson and Watson continued a publics.",
squabble that began after CBS spent
$243 million for the Albertsville rights.
Watson, at the time, said CBS over-
bid. But after NBC won the Barcelona
rights for $401 million, Watson implied
his earlier comments were intended to
trick CBS into lowering its bid for the
Summer Games.
Asked if he thought Watson's
remarks were uncalled for, Pilson said
Wednesday: "Art Watson can run his
business and I'll run mine. You can ask
him what happened to NBC's bid on
baseball.
"Looking at the numbers, 1 think
we're better off spending a billion
dollars over four years them half a
billion over two weeks."
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Hoop it up for the Holidays! I
tie Li Dfiifló
cLfissic
It's back by popular demand - women's college basketball
at its greatest, sponsored once again by Bath Iron Works
Corporation.
See the Uni....ersity of Maine, UMass, Providence College and
Georgia State University battle it out at the Cumberland
County Civic Center.
Two great nights of the best Division One has to offer. Providence plays
Georgia State at 7:00 PM on Wednesday, December 28, and UMaine
takes on UMass at 9:00. December 29, it's the consolation
game at 7:00 and the tournament championship at 9:00.
Women's basketball this good comes but once a year.
So get your tickets now, at the Civic Center, at Ticketron, or
by calling 1-581-BEAR. Tickets: reserved seats, $5,
general admission, $4; students and senior citizens, $3.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOUND
Waick in Commuter Parties
lot near Fire Station as Wed., Dec 7,
1988 &rowed 1:30 p.m. If yours:
call 581-4672. Ask tor Scott ,
ROOMMATE WANTED
aseemseks wasted Penobscot Terrace
Apts. Spring St. Stillwater. Furn-
ished $170 per month, call 827-6897
HELP WANTED
Natiooal ?lariat* Firm seeks ambit-
ious, mature, student manage on
campus promotioss kit lop sational
communes this school year. Flexible
hours with earnings potential to
2500 - rail Lisaniai P.the•rca at
1-800-592-2121
FOR SALE
1984 Ftenassit Fuego/ P5-ACJ AM/FM
Cass. tonere Bra, Loaded $2100 or
BO. Call 581-4648 403 Newest-04
MOUNTAIN BIKE for sale: SHOGUN
22 in. frame, $150 Firm.
Good Condition, Call Mike
866-3103
SPRING BREAK
TICKET FOR SALE - round trip
from Portland to norida $250
or BEST OFTT1. Call Michelle
581-4914 Rm. 230 Androscoggin
GRADUATION
GRADUATION TICKET Needed! Will
payll can Km at 581-2121 days
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Israeli military training
troops against nerve gas
ZE'ELIM; Israel (AP) The Israeli
army is giving top priority to training its
troops to withstand nerNe and mustard
gas attacks, fearing Arab enemies could
unleash such weaponry at any time,
senior military commanders say.
The commanders briefed reporters
Tuesday at this base in southern Israel
during combat drills in which soldiers
staged gun and tank battles using live
ammunition while wearing their new
heavy chemical-repellant gear.
All soliders have in the past year been
issued the charcoal-lined uniforms, gas
masks, poison detection tape, rubber
gloves and boots.
They take it with them in their kitbags
whether they are assigned to combat du-
ty in Lebanon or to police the occupied
territories, said Lt. Col. S., an organizer
of the anti-chemical warfare campaign.
Under Israeli press regluat ions, com-
manding officers may only be identified
by the first letter of their first or last
names.
We arc taking the threat of chemical '4
war very seriously, especially after the
Iran-Iraq war," in which such
weapons were widely used, Lt. Col. S.
said.
Drills such as one in which two dozen
troops stormed a mock village of cement
shacks nicknamed Chicago are taking
up at least a quarter of the average
soldier's training time this year. Some
soldiers are ordered to wear the gear in
almost every exercise the army conducts.
the officers said.
The aim is to train the soldiers to pro-
tect themselves and fight despite a rain
of poisonous gas, they said.
The gear is so uncomfortable that
some of it, such as the gloves, are not
worn during the drills to avoid shooting
accidents, some officers said. They said
that in some cases commanders have to
prompt soliders to put on their masks
by hurling tear gas cannisters near them.
Israel is concerned that Syria, Iran
and Iraq have the capabilities of carry-
ing out chemical attacks, said Lt. Col.
Y., another senior commander at the
base.
1417/ IGPLM
Cnystal, iewelny, canbs aNb gifts.
Complete liNe Of NEW ace aND
metaphysical books.
LABYRIKCH BOOKS
15 NORM Waten St., 010 TOWN 827-2251
MON.-Sat. 10-5:30
Vi &OM zodocalEMILaktessiaT (ThrSoittkaPrettratien Tlbeilemitisartiat•klbeck&TlitEryptiafts
1 Beggar's Banquet
Friy 
-4%
;1:3
6 a.m. The 13oDeans
7 a.m. Michelle Shocked
8 an. 10.000 Maniacs
9 a.m. Simple Minds
tO a.m. Simple Minds
11 a.m. The Police
12 p.m. The Silos
1 p.m. lane Siberry
2 p.m. The Mekcxis
3 p.m. Kate Bush
4 p.m. The Church
5 p.m. The Smithereens
6 p.m. The Dinosaurs
7 p.m. Big Dipper
8 p.m. Soul Asylum
9 p.m. Metalloid .
10 p.m. Anthrax
11 p m King Diamond
12t. a.m Led Zeppelin
I a.m. Aerosmith
2 a.m. The Doors
Don't miss 2 bete
Mali° An""rigra Pair' A "olli A° Kt all. Irsauerikvill°11•4101408-g" PIPP.4141dalli Z nWair1"111411
Champagne harvest vintage,
industry officials say
EPERNAY. France (AP) — The
wine harvest of 220 million bottles
from the Champagne area promises
to produce wine and champagne of
"exceptional quality" next spring, in-
dustry officials said Wednesday.
Viticulturalists say this year's
harvest is "average" in size compared
with the 264.4 million-bottle yield in
1987, in line with a production pat-
tern where two good years are
generally followed by a poor or
moderate season.
The University of Maine Fire Department
wishes you a happy and safe holiday season
Christmas decorations are beautiful and remind us
of this joyous time of year. When you decorate your
room, office, or workplace for the holidays, please
be safety conscious. Natural greenery is highly
flammable even when it is dill living, and is
dierelc,ci prts.b.ibitell from being used in any building
on campu.s. All Christmas lisits should have an
attached UL or FM approved tail, and should be in
good shape. Wrapping paper, crepe paper streamers,
large paper murals, pyroxylin plastic decorations,
and other loose flammable decorations must be free
from dorm rooms, offices, around doors and hallways.
Artificial trees and greenery are permissible provided
they are not obstructing a hallway or exit. Please
help us help you. Let's make our holiday season
memorable for it's joy and happiness, not for a
tragedy that could have been avoided.
************************
Encounter Your World
STUDY ABROAD
This is your world. Discover it.
How should I start?
STUDY ABROAD
Lam Academic credits towards graduatkxo
Improve your foreign language abilities.
1-nSitsh language Pfelrarns
Foceign language programs
* Develop sensitivity to other cultures. Programs in most countries
* Travel, immerse yourself in a land whose financial Aid/Scholarship
past is much older than America's opportunities available
* Programs available for year. semester.
* summer, intersession and internships.
The opportunity exists now. Don't let this be one of those*
college opportunities you wished had not slipped by.
* Visit the Study Abroad Office
* 3rd Floor Alumni Hall ..-,
581 1585
* Holiday gift for next year! Early graduation present!
* Discuss STUDY ABROAD when you go home lot the holidays
"Jr
************************
Visit the STUDY AWAY FAIR
February 7, 1988. :4 8 p.m
Iviemonai Union
•
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Septuagenarians still in sync after 3 years
By Meribcth Snivels'
The Christian Science Monitor
MARBLEHEAD, Mass. — Strains of
Beethoven fill the pool area as Louise
Wing dives into the water. Her syn-
chronized swimming solo begins- with
difficult underwater work with her arms
as she extends her legs out of the water,
her toes reaching toward the ceiling.
She finishes the routine, rests momen-
tarily, and then joins Fred Wing, her
husband, to work on their duet. As the
couple runs through the routine, Mrs.
Wing slows down slightly to keep syn-
chronized with her spouse, who has been
doing synchronized swimming for a
shorter time than his wife.
Mixed-gender duets are unusual in
this sport. but the Wings stand out for
another reason as well — they are in
their 70s.
The Wings, who now live in nearby
Lynn. Mass., have both been swimming
since childhood, but they became in-.
volved in synchronized swimming in
very different ways.
"I always played in the water from
the time I was a year old and saw water,
but there wasn't any competition at all
for girls, you know," said Mrs. Wing.
"Ladies were supposed to be ladies and
sit on the porch and pour lemonade in
those days. By the time synchro came in
I was already director of swimming at
the Boston YWCA. So I said to the girls,
'Here's a lovely new sport, I don't know
anything about it, but let's try it,' so we
did."
At first the team put on water shows
because there were no groups to com-
pete against, but in1950, Mrs. Wing and
her team put on the first synchronized
swimming competition in New England.
I he competed against a nearby
town, and since both teams were fairly
new at the sport, the type of swimming
was more like marching band forma-
tions than the difficult stunt-filled
routines of today's meets.
Since that time, Mrs. Wing has con-
tinued to teach, and 13 years ago she
began to compete herself. She has won
numerous age-group medals for her
solos in both national and international
competitions. She has also worked with
other swimmers to win medals in trios
and duets.
Her husband, a retired contracting of-
APARTMENT FOR RENT
2 Bedroom Townhouse Apt.
Includes. heat, hotwater, washer,
dryer and dishwasher.
$540.00 866-7414
Michael Hersey
P.O. Box 61
Orono, ME 04473
Fred and Louise Wing, of Marblehead, 
Mass., show underwater
coordination during a synchronized swimmi
ng routine.
ficer for the Department of Defense,
also began swimming as a child, but he
tended to stick to the lap swimming. "I
have been swimming all my life, mostly
distance swimming," said Mr. Wing.
"I used to go to the pool and do laps.
I saw Louise teaching in exactly the
same pool year after year and I got tired
of carrying her equipment or staying
home alone while she was away at
meets.
Wing decided the best way to solve
those prokylems was to learn synchroniz-
ed swimming himself. Much to his
wife's surprise, he showed up one day
in 198$, at age 73, and climbed into the
pool with her class. He has been swim-
ming with her ever since.
Together, the Wings have won their
share of awards in duet competitions.
Their living room table is laden with
ribbons, trophies, and medals. They are
the national mixed duet champions of
their age group, and they placed third
in the 198$ World Games in Toronto.
When they are not practicing or com-
peting, the Wings spend their time help-
ing to promote the sport. In New
England, Mrs. Wing teaches her own
class of "golden agers" synchronized
swimming.
She also coaches and works with
other promising swimmers. She is the
administrator for New England syn-
chronized swimming and is responsible
for registering all the swimmers and
sanctioning all the meet'
************
WANTED
Interested People
To Run For President and Vice President
Of Student Government
Need to have the inclination to get involved
in campus politics.
Be able to run-an-organization that has an
annual budget of over $300,000.
Be able to stand up to the adminisrration and
be the voice.of the student body.
These are paid positions with luxurious office
accomodations (not quite up to Pres. Lick's
standards):
Play a major role in shaping UMaine Policy.
Meet a lot of new people.
Nomination Petitions will be available Jan. 16 -through
, Jan. 30. 1989, in the Student Government Office, 3rd
floor Memorial Union.
We need a Strong Student Leader 
-4l
